ambiguity. They cover recent developments on Indian reservations, the backlash against affirmative action, the spectacle of the O. J. Simpson and Rodney King trials, the current state of indecision over immigration, and the status of Arabs and Muslims following 9/11.
There is clearly a multiracial approach here. Neither the selections nor the narrative structure nor even the cover photos reflect any narrow focus on black-white relations. Rather, the initial chapter on the racial formation of the nation emphasizes not only the slavery compromises embedded in the Constitution, but the position of American Indians.
The Davis has made strong choices and is not too timid to present a clear voice. Through clear prose and evocative documents, this book will help readers see more clearly that the plight of American Indians against the expanding frontier, and the developing storm over black slavery, and the war with Mexico were all taking place in the same time frame, and according to a single matrix of reasoning. Similarly, the book helps readers make the connection that the segregation and suppression of American Indians, Asian Americans, and blacks by military or mob violence in the twentieth century developed in parallel.
The logic of Davis's narrative captures the tragic predictability of American race relations. After 9/11, Davis writes, "Arabs and Muslims became targets of opportunity as U.S. political and popular reactions appeared to retrace centuries of American history in referencing enemies by race and objectifying them abroad and at home. The retold story replayed the clash of power and privilege against democratic and humanitarian principles that has consistently constituted U.S. race relations" (19).
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